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PWR 3D-Core Simulation 

using different ATF fuels
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U3Si2 Doped-BeO TRISO

 ATF Fuels

ATF Fuels

U 3Si 2

Ref. Neutronbytes, “TRISO Fuel Drives Global Development of Advanced Reactors” (2017)

Ref. J. R. Smith, “Enhanced Thermal Conductivity UO2-BeO Nuclear Fuel: Neutronic performance studies and economic analyses, MSc (2012)

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
3 Technologies got simulated:	Uranium Silicide: where this compound replaces the Uranium Dioxide	Doped fuels: where a mix of berilium oxide and uranium dioxide is used (the volumetric fraction for berilium oxide may change)	TRISO: where micro-pebbles are inserted in a Silicon Carbide matrix for conductivity enhacement. These micro pebbles are made out of Uranium dioxide (at 5% enrichment for us) and covered by several layers as shown. (the volumetric fraction for micro-pebbles may change too)
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 Multi-coated TRISO fuel particles
o Double-heterogeneity arises from the distribution 

of TRISO particles within the graphite matrix
o The packing or volume  factor

 Calculation of RPT Radius.
o SCALE/KENO …. PWR Pin-cell with TRISO UO2/wo-VF%

o WIMSD5 …… equivalent pin-cell (densities,….)

Ref. Steven T. Lynch, “Reactivity-Equivalent Physical Transformation Model for Pin Cell Arrays”, MSc (2010)

Ref. C.A. Gentry, “An investigation of the use of Ceramic Microencapsulated Fuel for Transuranic Waste Recycling in PWRs””, MSc (2012)

 Methodology Reactivity-equivalent Physical Transformation (RPT) Pin Cell
The RPT model creates a single-heterogeneous problem out of double-heterogeneous one

 Updates in SEANAP for TRISO

 RPT method of fuel zone homogenization
o TRISO particles are condensed in the center of the fuel zone

o Then, CSi and TRISOs are homogenized into a single mixture

Figure 1. RPT radius TRISO/Csi-UO2-20.0%wt

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
First to say, we had to adapt the simulator to make it works with TRISO and the other technologies.TRISO is a very special fuel because, as said, there's a doble heterogeneity within the fuel rods, and SEANAP can't simulate that. So we had to apply the Reactivity-equivalent Physical Transformation Pin cell. By condensing all TRISO particles in a heterogeneous inner circle (with both TRISO particles and silicon carbide) and an outer ring with only silicon carbide, we create a single-heterogeneous problem.In order to obtain the propper radius, which is the radius that makes single-heterogeneous proble as reactive as the double-heterogeneous problem, it's necessary to simulate the original case in advance in KENO. And then, simulate in WIMSD5 with some radius untill the equivalent radius is found.

https://www.google.es/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.researchgate.net%2Ffigure%2FTRISO-fuel-particle_fig3_280944355&psig=AOvVaw1_s4zUbpXOOdShNdAJYU_S&ust=1589556474328000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCKDX0r3Vs-kCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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 Updates in SEANAP for ATF Fuel

 The “Effective” fuel-temperature
o Assumption in Lattice code: the temperature profile across a fuel pin is spatially flat

o Then, we need an “effective Doppler temperature”. This value can be calculated using different
approaches such that the Doppler feedback is properly accounted for

o For instance, the “NEA”’ effective fuel temperature: TNEA=0.7·TS+0.3·TC

o Teff =ƒ(fuel, relative power, burnup) TS= temperature pellet surface

TC= temperature pin center-line

Figure 2. Teff as a function of burnup

Adjusted Teff value for Doped-BeO is based on
temperature profiles of this work:
Ref. J. R. Smith, “Enhanced Thermal Conductivity UO2-BeO Nuclear
Fuel: Neutronic performance studies and economic analyses, MSc
(2012)

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Effective fuel temperature changes in these cases because uranium dioxide is not used, so we had to adapt the simulator with new coefficients. That's find an empirical correlation that allows us to properly simulate the changes in the pin cell. As we can see (that's a doped fuel), there's a drop in the effective temperature.
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Figure 3. CORAIL type-fuel assembly Figure 4. MIX type-fuel.

 TRISO ATFs
o 84 FCM (CSi-UO2-5%wo-80%VF) fuel rods loaded 

on the periphery of the fuel assembly

o 180 remaining fuel of enriched UO2 fuel rods

 U3Si2 and Doped (UO2-BeO) ATFs
o 264 fuel rods

TRISO

UO2

Ref. C.A. Gentry, “An investigation of the use of Ceramic Microencapsulated Fuel for Transuranic Waste Recycling in PWRs””, MSc (2012)

Equivalent 
Enrichment ?

 Modelisation of ATF Fuels: 
%wt enrich. for “equivalent cycle” 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
There are two different simulated layouts for fresh fuel elements. For doped fuels and uranium silicide, all rods in the fuel element were fully charged with these technologies. For TRISO, only non-adjacent rods to control rods where charged with TRISO, the rest was charge with traditional uranium dioxide. TRISO rods were fixed at 80% volumetric factor with a 5% enriched kernelTherefore, for the red rods, an enrichment which matches the base case cycle length must be found.
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 Core average burnup analysis with “equivalent cycle length ”

 The “equivalent cycle” 
length as UO2 fuel

Cycle length ~ 11.08 GWD/MTU Cycle length 
~ 11.08 GWD/MTU

U3Si2

TRISO

UO2-Zr U3Si2-FeCrAl TRISO-Zr 5% BeO + 95% UO2-Zr 10% BeO + 90% UO2-Zr

Enrichment
(% wo) 3.60 3.75 3. 40 3.44 3.40

Table 1. Enrichment for each technology

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Although there were another configurations and options that matched the cycle length, these options came to be the more attractive ones for reactivity coefficients and maneuvering. As we can see, there are two mixed ATF technologies for uranium silicide, and under 5% enrichment was got for every technology. That's crucial to get the regulatory commission approval.
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Axial Offset (%)= 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇−𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇+𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

∗ 100

PT is the power fraction in the top-half of the core

PS is the power fraction in the bottom-half of the core

 Axial Offset for the Cycle Depletion

Case A.O. (%) 
BOC/HZP

UO2/3.60wo – Zr/0.5715mm 33.9

U3Si2/3.747wo – FeCrAl-300µm 29.2

95%UO2/3.439wo+5%BeO –
Zr/0.5715mm 36.2

90%UO2/3.403wo+10%BeO –
Zr/0.5715mm 37.8

TRISO – Zr/0.5715mm
84FCM: 5%wo-80%VF
180UO2: 3.4wo

40.0

 Axial Offset

Table 2. A.O.(%) at BOC/HZP

HFP

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Now we're going to review the ATF impact in some coefficients. First, the axial offset is quite similar for every tech, with some differences for Uranium silicide, which is negative from the beginning of cycle
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 Heat flux hot channel factor (FQ)

𝐹𝐹𝑄𝑄 =
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

= max[𝑄𝑄(𝑧𝑧)]

LHGR is Linear Heat Generation Rate (W/cm)

Q(z) is the máximum linear power at elevation z

 Peaking Factors

Design Limit: FQ · P < FQ
max = 2.40

 Enthalpy Peaking factor (F∆H)

𝐹𝐹Δ𝐻𝐻 =
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. 𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎

= max[
Δ𝐿𝐿

𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 Δ𝐿𝐿
]

Design Limit: F∆H < F∆H
max ≈ 1.60·[1+0.3(1-P)]

1.602.40

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In order to Heat Flux factor, there's a similarity between base case and doped fuels, but there's a great difference with TRISO due to its configuration. It makes TRISO get out of design Limits for enthalpy Peaking Factor, so this technology must be reviewed in the future if its wanted to make it works in a real reactor. We've decided to keep this solution because it dropped interesting results
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 Axial power distribution: HZP/HFP – BOC/EOC
 Axial power distribution change with cycle depletion

 At BOC/HZP is peaked at the bottom of the core ….

o UO2/Zr ⇒ A.O.(%) = 33.9%

o U3Si2 ⇒ A.O.(%) = 29.2%
o TRISO ⇒ A.O.(%) = 40.0%

 At EOC, the axial power becomes flattened

HFP- EOCHZP- BOC

 Axial power 
distribution

U3Si2

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Although there's differences for axial power distribution at BOC, these differences becomes less significative as the cycle continues.
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Reactivity Coefficients at BOC/HZP Boron Worth 
(pcm/ppm)

MTC
(pcm/ºC)

FTC
(pcm/ºC)

CISO
(pcm/ºC)

DOP
(pcm/%)

PCR
(pcm/%)

UO2/3.60wo – Zr/0.5715mm -8.3 -5.5 -5.1 -10.5 -16.0 -21.3

U3Si2/3.747wo – FeCrAl-300µm -7.3 -10.8 -5.1 -15.9 -15.4 -24.6

95%UO2/3.439wo+5%BeO – Zr/0.5715mm -8.6 -3.9 -5.1 -9.1 -14.4 -18.9

90%UO2/3.403wo+10%BeO – Zr/0.5715mm -8.8 -3.0 -5.3 -8.3 -13.8 -17.9

TRISO – Zr/0.5715mm
84FCM: 5%wo-80%VF
180UO2: 3.4wo

-9.1 -1.0 -5.7 -6.8 -17.6 -21.2

 Reactivity Coefficients

Moderator Temperature Coefficient
MTC (pcm/ºC)

Power Coefficient of Reactivity
PCR (pcm/%)

Table 3. Reactivity coefficients at BOC/HZP
VALBOR = Boron worth coefficient
MTC = Moderator temperature coefficient FTC = Fuel temperature coefficient
DOP = Power coefficient of reactivity (only Doppler) PCR = Power coefficient of reactivity

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
For reactivity coefficients, no great differences are observed but its is necessary to remark the case of Uranium Silicide, with a lower vale at MTC and PCR. However, MTC at beginning of cycle for TRISO it's almost positive, so these case must be reviewed in the future.
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 Bank Worths
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¼ CORE

Fresh Fuel

Control rod
bank worth

(in ppm)

UO2
3.6wo

U3Si2
3.747wo

95%UO2_3.439wo
+5%BeO

90%UO2_3.403wo
+10%BeO

TRISO 
84FCM: 5%wo-80%VF

180UO2: 3.4wo

Zr-0.5715mm FeCrAl-300mm Zr-0.5715mm Zr-0.5715mm Zr-0.5715mm
BANK D-in 114 118 111 109 106

BANK C-in 87 80 96 102 107

BANK B-in 135 143 127 120 110

BANK A-in 90 106 71 62 51

BANk SB-in 86 78 98 106 113

BANK SA-in 120 138 102 92 80

BANK D+C-in 221 220 228 231 232

BANK D+C+B-in 400 403 403 402 396

BANK D+C+B+A-in 542 565 517 502 481

BANK D+C+B+A+SA-in 664 674 657 653 637

ARI (all rods in) 884 910 865 854 829

Table 4. Bank Worth (in Boron
ppm) at HZP/BOC

 Note: the worth of control 
bank rods are calculated at 
HZP/BOC using Rod Swap 
and boron dilution 
technique.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In order to control bank, them worths are calculated at HZP/BOC. Likewise the previous presentation, the difference with base case gets bigger where ATF technology is inserted. TRISO cases gives less bank worths making it more challenging to implement
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 Core average burnup analysis with “equivalent cycle length ”
 Impact nuclear data: JEFF-3.3, JEFF-3.1, JEF-2.2, ENDF/B-VII.1 and ENDF/B-VIII.0

Nuclear Data 
Evaluations

U3Si2 95%UO2+5%BeO 90%UO2+10%BeO
TRISO
84rods

5%wo-80%VF
FeCrAl-300µm Zr-0.5715mm Zr-0.5715mm Zr-0.5715mm

JEFF-3.3 3.75 3.44 3.40 3.40
JEFF-3.1 3.75 3.43 3.39 3.38
JEF-2.2 3.76 3.47 3.47 3.39

ENDF/B-VII.1 3.76 3.44 3.40 3.41
ENDF/B-VIII.0 3.76 3.44 3.40 3.40

 Impact of nuclear data evaluations

Table 5. Value of wt% for the ATF to maintain an “equivalent cycle” length as UO2/3.6wo fuel

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Finally, we analyzed the impact of nuclear data to calculate the needed enrichment to maintain an equivalent cycle length. And it's remarkable to said that bigger differences are got for the old JEFF-2.2 library and for Doped fuels. This is due to changes at beryllium
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Summary

 Conclusions
 ATFs may get simulated in SEANAP

o an updated Teff correlation will be needed

 TRISO must be specially adapted to get simulated

o an optimal layout must be found to make it suitable in our simulation

 General speaking …. good performance for doped fuels, uranium silicide and TRISO

 Assessing the impact of nuclear data

o ND Evaluations: JEFF-3.3, JEFF-3.1, JEF-2.2, ENDF/B-VII.1 and ENDF/B-VIII.0

o low differences are found searching the %wt for the “equivalent cycle”

o slightly differences were found in JEF-2.2 due to Be nuclear data?

o other core parameters to be investigated: power distributions, etc…

o impact of new nuclear data: new Thermal Scattering Laws for graphite in TRISO?

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
To summarize we can conclude with:	It is possible to simulate advanced technologies in SEANAP but a few changes must be made	TRISO must be specially adapted to get simulated + an optimal layout must be found to make it suitable in an actual reactor.	Great performance for doped fuels, uranium silicide and TRISO	Impact on nuclear data is nor quite big, only for doped fuels and for the old library: JEF-2.2
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